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Grow Your Practice
Integrate Your 

Office
MARKETING+MANAGEMENT+MEASUREMENT
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How do people find and hire attorneys?
20

Ask A Friend

Word of mouth no longer means 
face-to-face contact.

Online Search

Search at Google, Bing or Yahoo.

34.6%

21.9%

How would you find a specialty lawyer? Text Messaging

Emails with Attachments

Conference Calls or Web 
Meetings
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75% look online for legal help
20

In 2014, 3 out of 4 consumers looking for an attorney went online during some point of 
their decision making process.

Expect this to increase as this generation represents aging parents. 
Younger demographics have "grown up"’ with the internet and use smart phones for everything.

This includes the
“sweet spot” 

for clients:

Men and Women
25-54
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After a search, what do people do next?
20

Visit Website

Google 
Reviews

Other Reviews

View Map Visit the lawyer’s website.

Read Google reviews.

Read reviews elsewhere on the 
Internet.

View the map to see where they 
are located.
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Your online presence matters
20

Lorem Ipsum is 
simply dummy text of 
the print and 
typesettin industry. 
Lorem Ipsum is 
simply dummy text of 
the print.

Your 
Online

Presence

Professional
Polished

Informative

Directories
Awards

Credentials

Expertly 
written

bios

Easy
Contact
Forms

Measurable 
Conversion

Points

Reviews
Testimonials
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A professional digital footprint is important for attracting clients.

Want attention? Embrace the Google playbook.
20

A responsive design will 
allow your website to be 
viewed across various 
devices.

Responsive

Use your website’s page 
titles and headers to 
maximize your keyword 
visibility.

Headers

Your URL (domain 
name) and meta 
description can help 
boost your traffic.

Meta

Ensure that your phone 
listings will display as a 
link from mobile calling 
devices.

Click-to-Call

Check the accuracy of 
your location, mapping 
and contact information 
in Google.

My Business

Request reviews on 
Google and beyond… 
reach matters.

Reviews
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You’ve got leads? Then what?
20

The easiest and most accurate way is to seamlessly integrate 
your marketing campaigns with an 
easy-to-use client management tool. 

Campaigns
Web forms, newsletters, email, 
letters, billboard, etc.

All marketing activity,
both online and offline, must
be measured.

Capture
New Leads

Automate 
follow-up

Track
Everything

Digital Ads
Think before you jump into Google 
paid ads or paid placement on other 
websites.

Phone Calls
Where did it originate? Did it 
become a client? What was it worth? 
What did you make?
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Client Relationship Management
20

A relationship and operational tool that supports all 
internal, operational processes.

Lead generation, 
processes to deliver 
services, expenses, 

payables, quality control, 
etc.

General Needs

Streamline and automate 
operational tasks to 

improve efficiencies, 
lower costs and increase 

capacity.

Automation

Customize around your 
process, specific practice 

area, workflows, 
expectations

.

Customization

Statute of limitations, court 
dates, disposition letters 

and emails. 

Law Practice Needs
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Every touchpoint is captured and measured, including all documents shared during your legal work.

Use your CRM to know what works
20

Ensure marketing is 
building your business 
with every dollar spent

Automatically tie each 
interaction to a specific 

campaign

Capture emails and 
phone numbers from 
potential customers

Review different levels 
of interaction with your 

online presence

Campaign reports
remove “gut feelings” 

with ROI data.
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Online marketing generates new leads

Online Information Goes Straight to Your CRM
20

Your lead enters their information in a 
form on your website….

Their data generates a new lead in 
your CRM tool.
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Use the CRM to Work Smarter, Faster
22

Set up automatic 
workflows for internal 
processes and client 
interactions

Automation

Create and share 
documents easily using 
client information

Sharing

Launch nurture 
campaigns: 
online, phone call, text

Campaigns

Automating text or email 
court reminders and 
payment requests.

Connect

Improve response time 
with an integrated 
mobile app

Mobility

Report on profitability of 
marketing compared to 
client management

Reporting
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Marketing + Management + Measurement
22

When you measure marketing and management together, you can determine actual conversions and real revenue.

This is only possible when your marketing is working in conduction with your client management .

More than 
Google 

Analytics, 
Nielsen or 
Arbitron Data from 

expenditure to 
return

Spending on 
data, not 
emotion



Try It Today

We’re	  using	  our	  own	  CRM	  to	  showcase	  how	  easy	  it	  is	  to	  
leverage	  automated	  workflows.	  

Give our CRM a test drive.

Drop	  us	  a	  line	  at	  apairta.com1

Call	  us	  at	  919.741.8868	   to	  set	  up	  a	  free	  
demonstration2

or


